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We describe nanoscale electromechanical resonators capable of operating in ambient-pressure air at room
temperature with unprecedented fundamental resonance frequency of �4 GHz. The devices are created from
suspended carbon nanotubes loaded abacus style with inertial metal clamps, yielding short effective beam
lengths. We examine the energy dissipation in the system due to air damping and contact loss. Such nanoabacus
resonators open windows for immediate practical microwave frequency nanoelectromechanical system
applications.
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It has been said that the miniaturization of electronic de-
vices has revolutionized the technology of today, while the
miniaturization of mechanical devices will revolutionize the
technology of the future. Nanoelectromechanical systems
�NEMSs� with molecular-scale components operating at ul-
trahigh �microwave� frequencies promise applications rang-
ing from single-atom mass and force sensing to efficient en-
ergy conversion systems to quantum computation. Despite
recent nanotechnology advances facilitating the construction
of very small scale devices, a seemingly insurmountable bar-
rier has been the realization of practical �i.e., operating at
room temperature in atmospheric pressure� ultrahigh fre-
quency mechanical resonators. The challenge is twofold: ma-
terials must be fabricated with nanoscale dimension and with
relatively defect-free surfaces, and detection methods with
suitable sensitivity to the ultrasmall displacements must be
employed.

We here report the construction and operation of
nanotube-based “nanoabacus” devices functioning as self-
detecting NEMS resonators, capable of operating in ambient-
pressure air at room temperature with fundamental resonance
frequency near 4 GHz. Specialized nonlinear mixing meth-
ods are used to detect the resonance. The devices are suitable
for practical microwave frequency NEMS applications.1,2

Figure 1�a� shows schematically the resonator configura-
tion. Single-wall carbon nanotubes �CNTs� are grown by
chemical vapor deposition across a trench between metal
source and drain electrodes on a silicon chip.3–6 An indepen-
dent gate electrode is located at the bottom of the trench. The
device geometry and the typical device parameters are simi-
lar to those described in a previous work.6 Following CNT
growth, metal beads are placed abacus style on the CNTs by
thermally evaporating metal �such as indium� over the entire
device. Figure 1�b� shows a typical beaded or “mass loaded”
CNT segment. When driven mechanically, the CNT exhibits
transverse-beam-like flexure modes. The crucial point is that
shortened CNT sections, between two adjacent indium
beads, can serve as the resonating beam, and the short effec-
tive clamped length results in ultrahigh resonance frequen-
cies. Placement of the beads is akin to a musician placing
fingers on a musical string or wind instrument to select spe-
cific notes.

The device geometry of Fig. 1�a� lends itself well to elec-
trostatic drive via applied voltages between the CNT and the
gate electrode, and to nonlinear mixing methods for detec-
tion of the mechanical response. In previous work on
nanotube-based resonators, both “1�” mixing method7 and “
2�” mixing method6 have been used to probe the mechanical
resonance of NEMS resonators. We here employ the high
sensitivity 2� mixing method to drive and electrically detect
the mechanical motion of the nanoabacus resonator. A sche-
matic circuit diagram of the drive and detection electronics
for the 2� method are shown in Fig. 2�a�. With a sinusoidal
actuation voltage signal applied to the gate at a frequency �
�forcing the CNT at 2�, a natural consequence of the fact
that the electrostatic force on a capacitor is proportional to
the square of the voltage-induced charges�, and a carrier sig-
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FIG. 1. Nanoabacus resonators. �a� Schematic cross section of
the device. Suspended carbon nanotubes were grown bridging
source and drain electrodes �Pt/Cr� �Refs. 3 and 4� with a local gate
lying on the bottom of the trench �Ref. 5�. An evaporation of ma-
terials such as indium on to the nanotube forms the abacus struc-
ture. �b� Scanning electron micrograph of a nanoabacus made by
evaporating nominal 2.5 nm thick indium onto a CNT. Scale bar:
100 nm.
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nal applied to the drain at a frequency 2�-��, the drain-
source current is measured at the intermediate frequency ��
��7 kHz� by a lock-in amplifier. Using the nanotube as a
nonlinear mixing element allows for “self-detection” of the
mechanical motion without the need for more complex trans-
duction �such as magnetomotive8�. Note that the electrical
conductance of a mechanically vibrating nanotube can be
affected by the strain effect on the contacts, the strain effect
along the nanotube, and the extra field effect due to the
displacement-induced gate capacitance change. The experi-
mentally observed significant conductance modulation sug-
gests that the strain effect on the contacts possibly dominates
the transduction6 because the width of tunneling barriers
strongly affects the electrical conductance �an exponential
dependence�.

Figure 2�b� illustrates how, with a gate signal frequency
�0, the frequency spectrum of the nanotube conductance G
displays a component at the doubled frequency 2�0. Here, q
is the induced �capacitance� charge leading to an electrostatic
force F on the CNT with q0 the excess accumulated charge.

G is the resultant CNT electrical conductance, and �G is the
Fourier transform of G. To estimate the capacitance between
the CNT and the gate electrode, we neglect the contribution
of the density of states in the nanotube and treat the device as
a pure electrostatic system with a long equipotential cylinder
�the nanotube� above a semi-infinite equipotential plate �the
gate�. Using the image-charge method, we can transform the
problem into the standard case with two long parallel cylin-
ders and obtain the capacitance of the system as

Cg =
2��0L

ln��W/r� + ��W/r�2 − 1�
,

where L is the nanotube length, r is the nanotube radius, and
W is the distance between the gate electrode and the center of
the nanotube. The electrostatic force per unit length on the
CNT can be expressed as

F =
1

8�0WL2�q0
2 +

�Cg�Vg�2

2
+ 2q0Cg�Vg cos��t�

+
�Cg�Vg�2

2
cos�2�t�� ,

where �Vg is the amplitude of the gate electrical signal and
the excess charge q0 is assumed to have sufficient mobility to
be tuned by a rf gate signal. We further assume a linear
response of the nanotube electrical conductance to the posi-
tion displacement.

The left column presents the ideal case where there is no
accumulated static charge �q0=0� near the CNT. Under such
“ideal” conditions, the conductance response only displays a
2� component in the Fourier spectrum, i.e., the effective
actuation frequency is 2�, instead of the gate voltage fre-
quency �. In this special case, an experiment performed us-
ing the 2� method would show a strong resonance, while a
measurement using the 1� method would yield no resonance
signal at all. The right column in Fig. 2�b� shows the more
general case with finite accumulated charge q0 influencing
the nanotube. In this case, both 1� and 2� components ap-
pear in the conductance response. As the accumulated charge
q0 increases, the 1� component increases and eventually
dominates the response �assuming q0 has sufficient mobility
to be modulated by the rf gate signal�. However, for certain
nanoscale devices excess static charges can be strongly
trapped in defect states and have low mobility.6,9 In this case,
the relative strength of the 1� and 2� components does not
depend on the excess charge q0. Hence, the mechanical re-
sponse at �0 and 2�0 reflects the excess device charge and
the mobility thereof.6

Figure 3 gives the room-temperature electrical response
of a nanoabacus resonator. A fundamental mode
resonance10–12 is clearly observed at 3.80 GHz at a pressure
of 10−6 Torr �triangles� and at 3.79 GHz at atmospheric pres-
sure �circles�. The pressure-induced shift is likely due to the
adsorption of air-specific molecules �such as water or oxy-
gen� on the CNT, leading to a change of the resonator mass.
Such extreme molecular-level mass sensitivity is an intrinsic
advantage of light-mass NEMS resonators. We note that for
suspended bare CNT resonators, the mechanical resonance is

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. �a� Schematic circuit diagram of the experimental setup
for the 2� mixing method. An actuation voltage signal of amplitude
�Vg at a frequency � is applied to the gate G, while a carrier
voltage signal of amplitude �Vd is applied to the drain D at a
frequency 2�−��. The current flow through the source S at the
frequency �� �typically set at 7 KHz� is monitored using a lock-in
amplifier with a time constant of 300 ms. The lock-in reference at
the frequency �� is obtained through a frequency doubler and a
mixer. The effective driving frequency on the resonator is 2�, the
frequency of the electrostatic force induced by the gate voltage
signal. �b� Illustration of actuation gate signal �Vg and the corre-
sponding response in charge q, force F, conductance G, and Fourier
transform of conductance �G under ideal conditions with no accu-
mulated charge �left� and with finite accumulated charge q0 �right�.
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usually much weaker in atmospheric pressure, or even not
detectable at all.7 However, as shown in Fig. 3, microwave
operation in air can be easily achieved with nanoabacus reso-
nators.

From the full width at half depth from the amplitude data,
we estimate that the quality factor Q changes from �58 in a
vacuum of 10−6 Torr to �44 in ambient-pressure air. Note
that the phase signal �Fig. 3� experiences a much sharper
change at the resonance, which has been explained6 as a
result of the interference effect of the background response
and the resonance response. On resonance in vacuum, within
a frequency range of 9 MHz, there is an easily detectable
phase change of �72° �half of the total phase change due to
the resonance�. In analog to a pure Lorentzian-type signal,
we define a “phase quality factor” Qp=�0 /��1, where �0 is
the resonance frequency and ��1 is the frequency interval by
which the phase change accounts for 50% of the total phase
change near resonance. Here, we have ��1�9 MHz, lead-
ing to an effective phase quality factor Qp�420. Therefore,
the phase signal offers great advantage in detecting the fre-
quency shift for sensing applications.

The fundamental mode resonance frequency �0 is related
to resonator physical properties by

�0/2� = 1.259�E/��d/L2� , �1�

where E is Young’s modulus, � is the density, d is the diam-
eter, and L is the length of the doubly clamped CNT. To
obtain Eq. �1�, the CNT is treated as a thin-wall cylinder.
With d=3.5 nm, �=2.25 g/cm3 �density of graphite�, and

�0 /2�=3.8 GHz relevant for the device of Fig. 3, and taking
E� 100 Gpa,13 we estimate an effective vibrating beam
length L�90 nm, consistent with longer CNT sections be-
tween inertial clamps as observed by scanning electron mi-
croscope. In light of the 1/L2 scaling of the resonance fre-
quency, the beaded CNT approach offers great potential in
realizing NEMS resonators with extremely high resonance
frequency even into the terahertz region. Indeed, the shorter
CNT segments depicted in Fig. 1�b� of typical length of
�10 nm are expected to resonate at �0.4 THz.14 In prin-
ciple, the bead positions �and hence resonance frequencies�
are tunable postproduction, using a current-induced mass
conveyor mechanism.15

To our knowledge, the resonator with nanoabacus con-
figuration is the first reported air-operational practical NEMS
resonator in the several gigahertz range. To gain insight into
the mechanism of ambient-pressure operation, we address
below the issue of energy dissipation and analyze the quality
factor Q of the system. For a doubly clamped beam resona-
tor, the energy dissipation can occur either through the air in
contact with the beam �air damping� or through the supports
in contact with the substrate �contact dissipation�. One ex-
ample of the contact dissipation is the anchor loss, with mac-
roscopic mechanical waves radiating through the contacts
into the substrate. Due to the coupling between the resonator
motion and the microscopic phonon modes, phonon-phonon
scattering, and electron-phonon scattering, the contact dissi-
pation can also occur through phonon transport or electron
transport at the contacts. There have been many interests in
quantitative analyses of NEMS loss mechanisms.16–22 Here,
we explore the issue theoretically and compare the results
with the experimental values obtained in our devices.

Air damping can occur in the molecular region or the
viscous region, depending on the ratio of the mean free path
of gas molecules to the size of the resonator beam.18–20 The
molecular mean free path lmfp can be expressed18,23 as lmfp
=0.23kT /D2p, where k is the Boltzmann constant, D the di-
ameter of gas molecules, T the temperature, and p the pres-
sure. For air at standard condition,18 lmfp is �65 nm. The
typical diameter d of single-wall carbon nanotube resonators
is 1–5 nm. Therefore, lmfp /d	10, and the air damping
should be in the molecular region, i.e., the damping is mainly
caused by the momentum transfer due to collisions between
air molecules and the moving surface of the vibrating beam.
Here, we use the kinetic theory of gases to estimate the drag
force �Fig. 4�. Since the air molecule mass m is much less
than the resonator mass M, a collision from a molecule mov-
ing opposite to the vibrating resonator beam induces a mo-
mentum loss of 2m�Vz+V0� to the beam in the elastic scat-

FIG. 3. Amplitude �in logarithmic scale� and phase of the elec-
trical current as a function of effective driving frequency f in a
vacuum of 10−6 Torr �triangles� and in air �circles� for a nanoabacus
resonator, measured with a gate signal �Vg=158 mV and a drain
signal �Vd=70 mV by the 2� mixing method. The resonator was
made by coating a suspended carbon nanotube device with ther-
mally evaporated 5 nm thick indium �measured by a quartz crystal
monitor�. The trench between the source and the drain electrodes is
300 nm wide and 400 nm deep. A metal gate �Pt 20 nm/Cr 5 nm�
was patterned on the bottom of the trench. The nanotube was grown
by chemical vapor deposition �Ref. 6� directly bridging the source
and the drain electrodes �Pt 20 nm/Cr 5 nm� with electrical contact,
and the electrical resistance is �1 M
. We also observed other
lower-frequency resonance at 0.27, 0.45, and 1.2 GHz, likely in-
duced by different resonating beam sections.

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of a collision between a gas mol-
ecule with velocity V�v ,� ,�� and a vibrating beam with velocity V0

along the z axis.
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tering limit, where Vz is the velocity of the molecule and V0
is the velocity of the beam. On the other hand, a collision
with the molecule moving in the same direction as the beam
contributes a momentum gain of 2m�Vz−V0� to the resonator
beam. As illustrated in Fig. 4, for molecules with a velocity
V�v ,� ,�� �in spherical coordinates�, within a small time in-
terval dt only those inside the cylinder can collide with the
beam surface dS. Summing up the contributions of collisions
from both sides of the beam, we obtain, using a Maxwellian
distribution, a net momentum transfer,

�P = 	
0

 
 m

2�kT
�3/2

e−mv2/2kTv2dv	
0

�/2

sin �d�

�	
0

2�

d�ndSvdt sin �4mV0

= �2�mkTnV0dSdt , �2�

where n is number of molecules per unit volume. The result-
ant net drag force per unit area is

�F = �2�mkTnV0 =�2�m

kT
pV0, �3�

where we have used n= p /kT for the ideal gas, with p the air
pressure. This leads to a damping term in the Euler-Bernoulli
equation as

�A
�2u�x,t�

�t2 + EI
�4u�x,t�

�x4 + �
�u�x,t�

�t
= f�x�e−i�t, �4�

where u�x , t� is the displacement of beam neutral axis, � is
the beam density, A is the beam cross-sectional area, E is
Young’s modulus, I is the bending moment of inertia, f�x� is
the drive force per unit length, and � is the drive frequency.
From Eq. �3�, the damping coefficient � is obtained as

� =�2�m

kT
pb , �5�

with b being the beamwidth.
Solving the Euler-Bernoulli equation gives a fundamental

mode amplitude,

a0 =
c

�0
2 − �2 − i

�0�

Qair

, �6�

with c a constant �independent of �� and �0 the fundamental
mode resonance frequency. The air-damping-induced quality
factor is

Qair = �0
�A

�
. �7�

From Eqs. �5� and �7�, we obtain theoretically an air-
damping quality factor Qair�143 in the elastic scattering
limit for the device shown in Fig. 3 by taking a beamwidth
b=3.5 nm, a beam cross-sectional area A=8 nm2, a density
�=2.25 g/cm3, and a resonance frequency �0 /2�
=3.8 GHz.

Considering the contribution from both the air damping
and the contact dissipation, the overall quality factor Q sat-
isfies 1/Q=1/Qair+1/Qcontact, where Qair and Qcontact are in-
duced by the air and the contacts, respectively. In a vacuum
of 10−6 Torr, the contribution due to air damping is negli-
gible and the contact dissipation dominates the Q factor.
Therefore, for the device shown in Fig. 3, we can estimate a
contact-induced quality factor from the experimentally ob-
served total quality factor, Qcontact �58. From the data in air,
the overall Q decreases to �44. Thus, we can extract an
air-induced quality factor from the experiment as Qair
= �1/Q−1/Qcontact�−1�182, which is close to the theoretical
value of �143 estimated above.

An important point from Eq. �7� is that the air-induced
quality factor is proportional to the resonance frequency.
Thus, a higher quality factor can be obtained with a higher
resonance frequency and this naturally explains why room-
temperature air operation is realized in our microwave fre-
quency nanoabacus resonator, while operation above a pres-
sure of 10 Torr is not possible in resonators with a lower
frequency.7

The abacuslike beaded CNT approach provides a unique
way to easily fabricate suspended NEMS devices beyond the
reach of current lithographic technology. The devices can be
integrated into higher-order NEMS structures, and therefore
pave the way for future practical applications.
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